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Beginning archaeological fieldwork 
The aim of these notes is to help newcomers to archaeology 
When you start work on an archaeological project for the very first time, you will come across all sorts of ideas 
and terms that may not be familiar to you. There is no need to be frightened or put off by this jargon: you will be 
surprised how quickly you will pick it up. This summary tries to introduce you to some of the more important 
ideas you will meet. It will also help you to prepare for working conditions that may be unlike those you have 
been used to. 

Contexts 

The most important word used in field archaeology is probably ‘context’. In its most general usage, it refers to the 
background information that helps us to understand where a find is from, the period in which it was made, the 
circumstances in which it was originally used and those in which it was lost. In its more specific archaeological 
usage, it refers to the specific information about deposits and features revealed during excavation. Every 
separate ‘thing’ on an archaeological site is a context (although individual finds, generally speaking, are not). 
They can be subdivided into features and deposits. Features are usually the result of human activities, like 
digging a ditch or building a wall. Deposits are layers of soil or other material, laid intentionally or otherwise. 
Inevitably, of course, some contexts are both, like a road surface, which is both a feature and a deposit. Some 
contexts are more abstract, such as a structure, which may be composed of numerous other contexts, including 
perhaps postholes, walls, floors, hearths and so on. Most archaeologists will also give a skeleton a context 
number, disproving the old adage that “I am not a number, I am a human being”. 

Features 
The most important contexts to be revealed by excavation are various signs of past human activity, seen by the 
archaeologist as disturbances in the ground. On many sites, particularly in towns, examination of these features 
is complicated by the way in which sites have been used and re-used many times. In these situations, each 
feature or disturbance is part of a complex sequence, all of which must be sorted into its correct order if we are 
to understand the history of a site. 

Features fall into two basic types: negative (consisting of holes cut into the ground that have subsequently filled 
with deposits) and positive (consisting of materials added to the existing ground surface). Negative features, 
whether they were dug as pits, post-holes, ditches or gullies, are virtually indestructible as far as the 
archaeologist is concerned unless they are cut away by later negative features. People can fill them in, but this 
rarely prevents their detection even when filled with the same material as they were cut into. However, features 
do not need deliberate filling to conceal them, as natural processes are at work all the time, levelling off such 
irregularities as their sides weather and collapse or material is blown and washed into them. Of course, this is 
why a rich series of features may exist below the surface yet be invisible from above. Archaeologists sometimes 
use electronic equipment that can help them to predict what features lie beneath the surface. Even with this 
equipment, it is impossible to understand the sequence in which features were created or their dates without 
removing the various deposits surrounding them. 

Archaeologists use terms such as pit, ditch and so on, which is convenient jargon for the different classes of 
features we come across during excavation. Such terms can conceal a very diverse group of previous activities 
on a site. We have only to think about how and why holes are dug in the ground in the first place to appreciate 
why there can be such a huge variety. What may appear from the surface to have been just a ‘pit’ (whatever that 
may mean!), might have served any one of a number of different purposes, and perhaps even different purposes 
at different times. The archaeologist must try to decide the functions a ‘pit’ may have performed through the 
careful excavation and recording of the deposits that fill it, through an examination of its shape, depth and so on, 
and through the analysis of finds contained in its fills, including the remains of plants and animals. This short list, 
which most people can easily enlarge, gives some idea of the sorts of functions a pit might have had: for burying 
rubbish, especially household waste; as a latrine or cess-pit; for setting uprights in, either timber or stone; for 
storing certain foodstuffs; for burying the dead; for collecting or storing water; for hiding things; for what can be 
extracted (such as clay or gravel); for shelter; as a house basement. The appearance of a pit before excavation, 
perhaps merely as a different coloured mark, may not tell much about its previous uses, nor anything about its 
depth. A simple ‘pit’ may turn out to be a deep well! Pits – but not often wells – are usually dug in sections, that is 
one half or one quarter at a time, to recover as much information as possible about their structure and contents. 

Fortunately, an enormous amount of past human activity leaves its mark in the soil. The types of features 
archaeologists frequently encounter include not only pits and ditches, but also the lower courses of walls, banks 
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(including tip lines which indicate something about how they were constructed), plough furrows, robber trenches 
(in other words, trenches dug to recover stone from the lower courses of walls to re-use elsewhere), trampled 
floors and many other items. The types of feature you encounter will depend on the type of site you are working 
on, and a longer list would not be helpful. 

Deposits 
The individual features mentioned so far will be surrounded by and contained within by different deposits (or 
layers) of soil or other materials, as may the site as a whole. The careful excavation and interpretation of these 
deposits one at a time is one of the principal methods by which the archaeologist is able to recover the history of 
the site. As the deposits lie on top of one another in the ground, the excavation will start with the uppermost, in 
other words, the most recent. 

Deposits are distinguished from one anther in a number of ways. The most obvious of these is colour: although 
we usually think of soil as brown, the range of colours can run from bluish grey through green and orange to 
pink. The colour of a deposit may tell us something about how it formed, what minerals it contains and so on. As 
well as changes in colour, there may be changes in compaction. Some deposits will be very compacted and hard 
to trowel, while others will be soft and loose. Although we might expect the deepest layers to be the most 
compacted, this is often not the case. There may be many reasons for the compaction of a deposit (for instance, 
if it had been part of a floor). A third distinguishing feature may be the soil texture. Soils are made up from 
particles of different sizes, from hundredths of a millimetre in diameter up to two millimetres. The finest particles 
form clay, middle-sized particles form silts and the largest form sands. Of course, most soils are a mixture of all 
three types of particle, and a mixture of all three in roughly equal proportions is called a ‘loam’. Another way in 
which two deposits might differ from each other is in the amount of ‘coarse components’ they contain. There are 
simple techniques devised by soil scientists for determining precisely what the texture is of an individual deposit. 
Coarse components are those particles bigger than two millimetres in diameter, and they range from gravel up to 
‘boulders’ half a metre or more across. 

Spoil 

To the archaeologist, spoil is unwanted earth, not treasure! It must be kept well away from the area under 
excavation, even though this may seem inconvenient. If someone starts a spoil-heap half a metre from the side 
of the trench, it may seem far enough away at the time, but it clearly will not be when the heap is two metres high 
and you are in a hole two metres down. If even a cupful of spoil falls back onto the excavated area, it could 
contaminate a whole deposit. Worse still, a cubic metre of soil weighs a tonne and could severely injure anyone 
it might fall onto. For the same reason, keep well away from the edge of the excavation yourself: nobody wants 
you falling on top of them, either. 

On some excavations, a proportion of the spoil is passed through a sieve before being dumped on the 
spoilheap. This is done to help recover finds that the excavator may have missed. If especially small items, such 
as the bones of small mammals or tiny Roman coins called minimissimi, are found on the site, it may even be 
decided to sieve all of the spoil. Some archaeologists also use metal detectors on the spoilheaps to locate metal 
items that the excavators may have overlooked, but this has the effect of favouring metalwork over all other 
classes of find, which are equally important. 

Natural 

Natural is a term used by archaeologists to refer to deposits that do not seem to have been modified by human 
activity. They may have features cut through them, but they will not themselves contain objects of human 
manufacture, nor will their formation owe anything to human activities. In Britain, much of what we call natural 
consists of deposits laid down during the last Ice Age either as a result of glacial movement (glacial deposits, 
‘drift’ or ‘till’) or of natural activities beyond the margin of the ice sheet (periglacial deposits). Where glacial and 
periglacial deposits do not exist, most archaeological deposits overlie the bedrock. 

The depth of natural often puzzles those working on a site for the first time: it may be 150 mm or 5 m down. The 
depth is often unpredictable. The amount of build-up over natural depends almost entirely on the extent and 
nature of activity on the site. The activity is commonly, but not always, a result of human activities. The centres of 
most historic towns have considerable depths of deposits above natural. They have built up as a result of the 
dumping of rubbish in yards, digging pits, demolishing buildings and then simply spreading the rubble and so on. 
Town-dwellers are great consumers of all types of material culture, most of which ends up as rubbish. In the 
days before council refuse collection, not much rubbish ever left a town. Waste was disposed of in private yards 
or on waste ground in the town itself, resulting in the gradual rise of the level of the ground surface. 

Outside towns, sites are often only a matter of centimetres below the surface, particularly if they are of only one 
period. Natural agencies are often a more important factor here: earthworm activity, the nature of the vegetation 
and the slope of the land will tend to control the depth of burial, or even if the site has survived below ground 
level at all. Ploughing will often affect survival on rural sites, frequently truncating the tops of features, sometimes 
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to the extent of completely removing floor levels and former ground surfaces, while sites on slopes or hillsides 
will be affected by erosion as the soil creeps gradually downhill.. 

Digging 

Much of the preliminary work on site is done with heavy tools such as shovels, mattocks and hoes. You will often 
find that mechanical diggers are used for the initial topsoil removal, especially on sites that have been ploughed 
in recent years, but cleaning will involve manual work, some of it heavy. This is all part of excavation: if you have 
to help with shovelling building rubble, do not feel hard done by as virtually all archaeologists have to do this 
during their careers. 

After the topsoil and other modern débris (often referred to as the overburden) has been removed, the 
commonest tool used for fine excavation is the mason’s trowel. It has a diamond-shaped blade about 100 mm 
long and its tang is all part of the blade, not welded to it. It has been said that the trowel is to the archaeologist 
what the scalpel is to the surgeon. You will find that archaeologists are very fond of metaphors that compare 
them favourably with scientists, doctors and detectives! 

When trowelling, use the flat edge of the blade, not the point, and shave off a little soil at a time. Always trowel in 
one direction, towards yourself, moving gradually backwards and leaving a clean area in front of you. It is a good 
idea to practise trowelling with the hand other than the one you use regularly. Not only does this prevent the 
trowel from wearing down unevenly, but it also prepares you for a situation where you only be able to reach 
something by using your trowel in the ‘wrong’ hand. When you have a small heap of soil, scoop it up using a 
hand-shovel and put it in the bucket (which must be kept off the cleaned area). It is very unwise to allow great 
piles of loose soil to accumulate before you clean them away. 

Try to keep the area you are trowelling as smooth as possible, whilst following the contours of the bottom of the 
deposit you are excavating. In this way, any changes in the soil will show up clearly. You may suddenly find, for 
instance, that you have come across the edge of a new feature, such as a pit. Loose soil or a very uneven 
surface might cause it to be overlooked. Some soil changes are very subtle. For instance, a timber post that has 
decayed in position may result in a soil ring very similar in colour to the surrounding soil but slightly softer in 
texture. If you are not trowelling cleanly, you risk overlooking the change. Of course, you may be working on 
deposits where such care is unnecessary, but always assume that your most careful work is called for unless 
someone tells you otherwise. Being careful does not necessarily mean going very slowly. 

Remember that only one context (or deposit) is excavated at a time: never dig through into a different context 
without asking first. You will usually be able to tell the difference between one deposit and the next by changes in 
colour, feel, content or even smell and sound. 

If you come across a find or a large stone that is obviously firmly embedded in the ground, leave it there. Trying 
to remove it by levering it out may prove disastrous and it is far better to wait until all the soil around it has 
gradually been lowered. The find may be in a lower context, so pulling it out would take it from the place it 
belongs in the sequence. It is a cardinal rule never to dig your own private hole in the middle of the area where 
you are working. Never burrow. 

For especially delicate work, smaller tools such as plasterers’ leaves and even dental tools are used. 
Occasionally, and in dry soil only, paintbrushes may be used to clean skeletons, masonry and surfaces, but 
never use a brush to clear away damp or loose soil. The idea that archaeologists constantly brush away soil from 
delicate finds on site should be left in Hollywood, where it began. 

Finds 

When digging, keep an eye out for anything that is not part of the natural soil and put it in the finds tray or bag 
with which you will have been provided. This will have a label giving the site code, trench and context you are 
excavating. Always make sure that there is a label. While you may know where your finds have come from, at 
the end of the day, other people probably will not, and by the end of the week you will have forgotten, too. For the 
same reason, never put finds anywhere other than in a tray or a bag, such as on the edge of the trench or your 
shovel. Don’t be afraid of appearing silly by collecting things that seem modern or uninteresting. You cannot go 
wrong by being careful; you can by throwing things away. Do not let your site be one of those where the best 
finds come from the spoil heap. 

Finds fall into two main classes: artefacts, which have been made by human beings, and ecofacts, which have 
not. Artefacts are generally classified according to the material from which they were made: ceramics, glass, 
stone, metal, industrial and organic materials are common classifications. Ecofacts tell us about past 
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environments, diet, health, farming practices and so on. Typical ecofacts include bone, horn, antler, eggshell, 
mollusc shell and wood. 

If you think you have found an unusual or delicate object, leave it in the ground and get somebody to look at it 
before you do anything to lift it. Even apparently robust finds should not be cleaned up with your thumb or the 
point of your trowel; pottery, for instance, is occasionally painted, and this can flake off easily unless cleaned 
under controlled conditions. Some finds need to be left in the ground, so that their position can be recorded 
accurately in three dimensions. 

On some sites, you may have to dig for a long time before you find anything at all. Don’t be disheartened if other 
people around you seem to be making interesting discoveries: your turn will come. Some sites produce few finds 
because they were occupied at periods when materials were recycled efficiently or few objects were made from 
materials that survive in the ground. 

Do find out about the objects you are digging up. Get somebody to explain how they know that the pottery is 
Roman or that a clay pipe is eighteenth-century. It is your right to learn. If the finds are being washed on site, 
make sure that you can see them when they are clean and that you take your turn in washing them. 

Sections and baulks 

A section is any vertical face; a baulk is a strip of soil left unexcavated between trenches. It is very important that 
sections be kept vertical so that the relationships between deposits can be seen easily. Keeping a section 
vertical is more difficult than it sounds, as there is a natural tendency to allow the side of a trench to creep in at 
the base. If is much better to make the effort to keep it vertical as you go down, rather than having to cut it back 
with a spade at the end of a day. At the other extreme, it can be dangerous to undermine a section so that the 
top overhangs. Never sit or stand on sections or baulks or lean tools against them, as they may collapse. 

Recording 

Archaeologists and their teams must do everything to record for posterity what they are digging up. Always 
remember that an excavation destroys the site and that once a context has been copmpletely excavated, it can 
never be re-excavated. Not only has the work of excavation to be careful and exact, but the recording of what is 
found has to be accurate and clearly understandable by other people. The written and pictorial record of a site is 
usually all that is left of the deposits and features once an excavation has been finished. 

Written information is recorded on printed forms, which help to organise the data and prevent omissions. 
Pictorial records are made by measured drawings located with a grid of pegs, which should be treated with 
respect, not buried, kicked or sat on. Photographs are also taken of features at different stages in their 
excavation. Everyone is expected to contribute to the recording of the site, and you will be taught the techniques 
needed. Some sites have specialist planners and photographers, while on others the supervisors will fill in the 
written records. If this is the case on your site, ask people what they are doing. 

When the excavation has been completed, there should be enough records to enable other archaeologists to 
understand what the site was like. Ideally, they should be good enough to allow them virtually to reconstruct the 
entire site in three dimensions. The records are what the person writing about the site for publication will have to 
rely on and they may never have seen the site. It has long been said that an archaeological discovery has been 
made only after it has been published. 

Personal equipment 

Archaeologists often have to keep working under cold, wet or even snowy conditions, so be warned. It is 
essential to have some waterproof clothing, as work will often carry on in all but the heaviest rain. Although 
waterproofs may sometimes be supplied on site, there are rarely enough to go round. 

Footwear is a problem. For pick and shovel work, you must wear strong boots, preferably with steel toecaps. 
When you are trowelling, though, they can be a nuisance: they bring mud into a trench and churn up cleaned 
areas unnecessarily. Trainers with little or no tread are ideal here, and even obligatory on some sites. 

Bring your own food: you may be miles from a café, and there will probably be nothing on site. 
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Safety 

THE SITE SAFETY REGULATIONS MUST ALWAYS BE FOLLOWED. They are mainly common sense, but remember that 
you may be surrounded by people who are amateurs not just in archaeology, but also in the use of digging tools. 
Keep well out of the reach of pick swingers and so on. You will be required to sign a statement that you have 
received a copy of the regulations and have read them: this is for insurance purposes. 

The law also requires people to wear a hard hat at all times on anything that can be classed as a construction 
site. It is generally understood that many archaeological sites (and certainly all those in towns or where there is 
building work going on around you) fall into this category. 

Real life situations 

Once you are working on site, you will understand the ideas raised in this short introduction more clearly. To help 
you with some of the concepts, we will look briefly at  two hypothetical sites that incorporate many of these ideas. 
Both are much simpler sites than you are likely to encounter but they give a general impression of the types of 
situations that can occur and how we set about understanding them. 

Figure 1 shows a plan of an imaginary site after the topsoil has been removed and the first trowelling has 
cleaned the exposed archaeology. Before any excavation begins, four main features are clearly distinguishable: 

Figure 1 

1. The three lines of small circular features at right angles to each other and of different colour from the 
surrounding soil are probably postholes, that is to say, they were either formed by the decay of an 
upright wooden post in the ground or by an infilling of soil into the void left after the post was pulled out 
of the ground. Postholes, regularly spaced and aligned, as here, probably once held the uprights of a 
timber-framed building. 

2. The linear feature running diagonally across the site is probably a filled-in ditch or gully. 

3. The large round dark area is perhaps the top of a filled-in pit of some sort. 

4. The area of burning surrounded by pieces of stone is probably a hearth. 
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From the way in which the features are related to each other, we can establish the sequence – but not the date – 
of their construction. The possible pit cuts though both the ditch/gulley and the line of postholes representing a 
former building and so is the most recent thing on the site. We would excavate this first. The ditch/gulley is cut 
by the pit, so it must be earlier than it, but it also cuts through the line of postholes and the possible hearth, so it 
is later in date than the building and the hearth. Hearths are a feature of many old buildings and are often placed 
centrally between two walls, so we can speculate that the postholes and the hearth are of the same date and 
belong to a single building. 

This means that we can see three phases of activity on the site, before we have even begun to excavate. What 
we don’t know at this stage is the date of any of the phases or how long they lasted. This can only be done by 
excavating the features and recovering datable material (finds, carbon-14 samples and so on) from them. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified cross-section through a different imaginary site. It is simplified to show only five 
principal deposits (in practice, they would be subdivided into many more contexts during excavation), each of 
which can conveniently be allocated a fairly precise historical date. On deeply-stratified sites, the situation would 
be a great deal more complex and there are often whole layers that cannot be assigned anything more than an 
approximate date. 

Figure 2 

From the outset, it is clear that the layers are very irregular – some are thin, while others are thick and others cut 
down into the underlying deposits. Although it is true that at any point vertically, later deposits always overlie 
earlier, taking a horizontal line would mix finds of very different date. This is why we do not excavate sites in a 
series of level spits. 

Starting at the top (deposit (5)), there is a brick wall standing in a rubble-filled foundation trench, with a concrete 
floor to one side of it. The wall does not now stand above ground level and the pieces of brick lying above the 
concrete floor probably arrived there after the building had fallen into disuse. A tin can among the rubble shows 
that this happened after about 1800, when the first cans were produced. 

The next deposit, (4), has sixteenth-century pottery in it, but there are also clay pipes. It is known from other 
evidence that clay pipes of the type shown here were not being made before about 1780 or after 1850. As no 
context can be older than the date of the youngest object in it (the principle of the terminus post quem or TPG – 
“limit after which”), this deposit cannot have formed before c 1780. This helps us to date the brick building above 
more precisely: the building must be later than deposit (4), into which its foundations have been cut. 
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Deposit (3) has no object in it later than the high medieval period. It contains a large rubbish pit, which will have 
to be excavated completely before any attempt is made to excavated deposit (2) underneath. It would not be 
surprising to discover objects in deposit (3) that are of the same date as deposit (2) as the original digging out of 
the rubbish pit will have disturbed soil from the underlying deposit it and, with it, finds that it once contained. If 
the excavator makes the mistake of not cleaning out the rubbish pit completely, though, there is a risk that finds 
of medieval date will be found apparently in deposit (2) and deposit (1). These deposits will have become 
contaminated and it could lead to completely wrong dates being assigned to them because the principle of the 
terminus post quem means that they cannot be older than the youngest object in them.Deposit (2) includes a 
deposit of gravel and a shallow ditch. The youngest finds in it prove to be a Roman coin and sherds of Romano-
British pottery. We can say with confidence that there is nothing in this deposit later than the Roman period. 
However, what happened on the site between the end of the Roman period and the beginning of the high 
medieval? There is no deposit representing the early medieval period. In fact, the section does not provide any 
evidence for what did happen then. 

The absence of an early medieval deposit does not mean that it never existed. It could have been entirely 
removed during the high medieval period (for instance, by ploughing) or there may have been human activity on 
the site at this time that left no trace in the soil. The finds we have seen so far have a high survival rate – it is 
virtually impossible to destroy pottery, bricks and so on – but if there had been early medieval communities on 
the site using only artefacts made from perishable materials, such as wooden bowls and leather containers, 
these objects could have disintegrated completely, leaving nothing for the archaeologist to find today. 

Deposit (1) then contains a Late Iron Age pedestal jar and a Neolithic stone axe. Below (1) is a soil completely 
undisturbed by human activity – the natural. Again, we can see that no deposit can be assigned to a number of 
archaeological periods (the Bronze Age, the Mesolithic etc.) and that deposit (1), as it now appears, has to be 
regarded as belonging to the Late Iron Age. 
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Periods in British archaeology and history 

Date Period Subdivision Historical era 
AD 2000 Modern Modern 
 
 

Industrial Industrial 

 
 

Early modern Early modern 

AD 1500 

Post-medieval period 

Transitional 
 
 

Late medieval 

 

Medieval 

 
High medieval 

AD 1000 
Norman 

 
Central medieval 

 
 
 
AD 500 
 

Medieval period 

Early medieval Anglo-Saxon 

 
 

Late Roman 

 
AD 1/1 BC 

Roman period 
Early Roman 

Roman Britain 

 Late Iron Age 
 
 
 

Middle Iron Age 

500 BC 
 
 

Iron Age 

Early Iron Age 

 
 
1000 BC 

Late Bronze Age 

 
 

Later Bronze Age 

 
 

Middle Bronze Age 

1500 BC 
 
 
 
 
2000 BC 

Bronze Age 

Early Bronze Age 
Earlier Bronze Age 

 
 
 
 
3000 BC 

Late Neolithic 

 
4000 BC 

Neolithic 

Early Neolithic 

 
5000 BC 
 
6000 BC 
 

Late Mesolithic 

7000 BC 
 
8000 BC 
 
9000 BC 
 
10000 BC 

Mesolithic 

Early Mesolithic 

 Palaeolithic Late Upper Palaeolithic 

Prehistory 
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Site Safety Regulations 
1. The safety of everyone on site – workers and visitors – is covered by the Health and Safety at Work Act 

(1974) and various acts and regulations that have been brought in since. The main act places a duty on 
everyone to follow safe working practices and to report any lapses in safety so that they can be 
corrected. 

2. The Site Director and Supervisor are responsible for the day-to-day safe working of the site. It is in your 
interest to follow all instructions on site safety: there are good reasons for all of them! 

3. An excavation is a potentially dangerous area. All hazards on site must be marked clearly. Deep holes 
must be marked and, wherever possible, access to them prevented. Holes over 1.2 m deep must be 
shored or stepped; where a fall of more than 1.5 m is possible, a physical barrier must be erected. 

4. All personnel should avoid walking near the edges of trenches or sections. 

5. All personnel should avoid running on site. 

6. A cubic metre of soil weighs a tonne. The location of spoil heaps must therefore be well away from the 
edges of trenches or holes and a clear gap of not less than three metres must be maintained between 
the spoil and any excavations. Spoil should be tipped on sides of the spoil heap away from the 
edge of the excavation. 

7. When working in a hole over 1.2 m deep, hard hats must be worn. 

8. Tools, equipment and other portable objects must not be left on the edge of a deep hole. When not in 
use, tools must be laid in such a way that they do not present a trip hazard or will cause injury if stepped 
upon accidentally. 

9. Personnel must wear adequate footwear. The definition of ‘adequate’ will depend on the type of site and 
nature of the work, but loose or open shoes, or shoes with substantial heels are not acceptable. Stout 
footwear – ideally, safety boots – must be worn on a construction site. 

10. All personnel must have up-to-date immunisation against tetanus. 

11. All personnel should use sun block whenever appropriate and reapply it at the necessary intervals. 

12. No personnel shall be allowed on site under the influence of alcohol or any drugs, whether prescribed or 
not, that may affect their coordination or reasoning abilities. In such cases, the worker may be sent 
home and, in the case of alcohol or unprescribed drugs, pay may be deducted for time lost. 

13. Horseplay of any description is dangerous on site. It is the duty of the Site Director or Supervisor to 
prevent dangerous activities and stop horseplay on site. 

14. No smoking is allowed within the site compound. 

15. Always stand well clear of any heavy plant. 

16. Do not walk behind plant when it is working. 

17. Always ensure that the driver of plant can see you and all other people in the vicinity. 

18. When moving around near a working machine, always signal your intention to the driver before moving. 

19. When working beside any machine, hard hats must be worn.  

REMEMBER: the needs of ‘reasonable practicality’ will vary considerably with circumstances but IF IT 
CANNOT BE DONE SAFELY, IT MUST NOT BE DONE AT ALL! 

Site courtesy and useful hints 
1. Don’t walk on areas that people have just cleaned. 

2. Don’t walk between the dumpy level or EDM and the staff used for surveying. 

3. Don’t walk near the edges of trenches or walk on narrow baulks as you might cause a collapse. 

4. Don’t sit or stand on baulks or the sides of trenches or lean tools against sections. 

5. Keep your clothes, lunch and other belongings well away from the excavation trenches. 

6. When you take a break, sweep up all loose soil before leaving the trench; empty buckets and barrows; 
leave tools neatly and turn buckets upside down over tools. 
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7. Don’t leave the trench or the site without informing the Site Director or Supervisor. 

8. Always work with a clean surface. Sweep up loose soil frequently with your trowel (never use a brush 
unless told to do so) and work to a flat surface, unless you are following the surface of a new deposit 
underneath. 

9. Never prise out objects; gradually clear away all the soil from around them. 

10. Never dig random holes or burrow. 

11. If you have a change of soil colour, texture or consistence, stop and ask: never dig down from one 
deposit into the next without asking. 

12. If you are in any doubt, ask! 

13. Always know your context number. 

14. Put all finds in the correct labelled tray or bag. Never leave them loose on the baulk or trench and never 
mix finds from different contexts. 

15. Keep the ground clean and clear loose soil from around the top of the trench. 

16. Keep sections vertical. 

17. Watch soil constantly for objects and changes. Watch the soil as you sweep it up, as you put it into the 
bucket, as it goes into the barrow and as the barrow is tipped onto the spoil heap. 

18. Don’t clean finds by rubbing or fingering: you may damage them or destroy paint and decoration. 

19. Don’t talk to the press or say too much to visitors: leave this to the Site Director or Supervisor. 

20. Keep all tools clean and put them away carefully at the end of the day. 

Remember 

You are seeking information, not simply finds. The position where an object is found may be vital, so if you find 
something interesting or unusual, leave it in situ and report to the Site Director or Supervisor. It may have to be 
recorded in the ground. 

Ask as many questions as you like. This is the way you learn. 

If you want to take your own photographs or ask friends and family to the excavation, ask when you can do it and 
what you can and cannot photograph. No photograph may be published in any format (including on the web) 
without express permission. 
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The archaeological recording system 
In common with the other social sciences, archaeology depends for the majority of its data upon what are 
essentially case studies of unrepeatable experiments. It has long been recognised that the meticulous and 
objective recording of such case studies is a prerequisite for subsequent synthesis and generalisation. In the 
past thirty-five years most archaeological units in the UK have come to adopt standardised procedures for the 
recording of their sites, particularly excavations. Such procedures, however, vary enormously not only in their 
details, but also in their basic aims. 

The system currently in use by NHDC Archaeological Service has grown up on an ad hoc basis over twenty-five 
or more years. As such, it has no specific theoretical approach, new elements having been adapted from old 
organically, although they have tended to follow a consistent pattern. 

It is taken as axiomatic that archaeology depends upon the careful recording of fieldwork as the basis for every 
aspect of the discipline. The analysis or synthesis of the data that is necessary for answering the larger 
questions posed by existing knowledge of the past cannot take place without detailed accounts of fieldwork 
projects. 

The need for such recording has long been recognised. In the nineteenth century, fieldworkers such as Pitt-
Rivers set new standards for the recording and, above all, publication of data acquired principally through 
excavation. It is to the shame of the succeeding generation of archaeologists that his high standards were not 
often followed. It was not until Wheeler’s large-scale excavations in the first half of the twentieth century that it 
became universally recognised that the recording of stratigraphic data was the primary requirement of 
archaeological recording generally. 

Wheeler’s method of recording the vertical stratigraphy of a site was by means of sections taken from baulks left 
unexcavated in a grid system across sites. This rapidly became the norm for the majority of excavations, and is 
a system that is still occasionally used today. 

During the 1960s new methods for the recording of excavations were developed. Ed Harris, working in 
Winchester, took a particularly strong lead in recognising the need for a sound theoretical approach to 
archaeological stratigraphy. The system that is the most widely used in Britain today developed from his work: 
the single context recording system. 

The single context system 

Until the work of Ed Harris came into wider prominence in the late 1970s, it was normal to assign codes to the 
features on the site. Features were defined as human alterations to the land surface. Thus, a pit, a track or a 
wall could be regarded as a feature. 

The individual deposits contained within each feature would then be numbered sequentially, with a separate 
sequence for each feature. The make-up layers which sealed features and through which features were cut were 
also given a separate sequence of layer numbers. 

The system devised by Harris and his co-workers in Winchester was based around the idea of giving each 
discrete deposit and individual feature a unique reference number in a single series, the context number. The 
reasons for doing so are complex, but assume that what the archaeologist should be recording on a site are the 
units of stratification, which are not simply deposits. 

While the deposit is the most obvious unit of stratification, Harris pointed out that deposit interfaces also form 
such units. Such interfaces can exist either as surfaces of the underlying deposits, such as floors, or as the point 
at which deposits contained within negative features touch the deposits through which the features have been 
cut. 

The single context system, in its fullest application, therefore defines the irreducible unit of recording as a 
discrete, archaeologically definable event. 
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The Context Record Sheet 

The Context Record sheets form the primary written record of an excavation. It is essential that they be filled in 
correctly, with the maximum possible amount of information, at the time of excavation. Remember: the 
excavator has the first-hand knowledge of a context, and a person reading the sheet later will probably not have 
that benefit, so the record must be as clear as possible. 

Always try to be accurate and to record everything you can think of. 

Locality 

Trench Context Type 

LO
C

A
L Site Code 

SW Coordinate Level at surface 

Context 

SITE CODE This will remain the same for the duration of the excavation, and will be assigned by 
the director at the start. Every site is identified by a unique reference code made up of 
three parts. The first part consists of three upper-case letters that give the civil parish 
in which the excavation is located. The second part gives a more precise location 
within the parish, usually based on a street name, and again consists of three upper-
case letters (which may be preceded by the property number in the street), separated 
from the first section by a slash, /. The final part consists of two digits indicating the 
year in which the project started (which is not necessarily the current year). 

TRENCH All subdivisions of a site, whatever their size or shape, are referred to as trenches. 
Trenches are numbered in Roman numerals and prefaced with Tr. All sites have a 
trench number, so that even where there is only one excavation area, this will be 
labelled Tr. I. 

CONTEXT TYPE There is a limited number of context types: Deposit, Deposit (fill), Cut feature, Surface, 
Structure, Structural element, Pottery assemblage, Skeletal material, etc. If in doubt, 
consult the Supervisor or Director. 

 Deposits are layers of soil or other such material that can be removed by a trowel, 
shovel or mattock. A Deposit (fill) is a context that is contained within a Cut feature, 
such as a pit or ditch. A Surface is a specialised type of Deposit, while a Structural 
element may be a masonry wall, or a single post-hole. A Structure consists of a series 
of Structural elements. Sometimes a Pottery assemblage will have been deposited 
with a burial before the backfilling of a grave and requires separate recording.  

CONTEXT Each separate archaeological unit of stratification (or context) receives a unique 
number by which it can be identified. The numbers run consecutively, and new 
numbers may be found in the current context record file. They consist of Arabic 
numerals, starting with (1). When hand-written, context numbers are enclosed in 
circles or ovals, while in word-processing they are enclosed in brackets. 

 Only one sequence of contexts is used on each site, irrespective of how many 
trenches there are. This avoids confusion between trenches, allows just the context 
number to be written on tiny finds and helps in the storage and retrieval of finds 

SW COORDINATE This denotes the south-western co-ordinate of the five-metre square in which the 
context lies. 

LEVEL AT SURFACE This is the highest level on a deposit, the top edge of a cut and so on. 
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Description 
This section reminds the recorder of certain objective descriptions of the matrix, coarse components, structural 
constituents, shape and other describable features of any context. Enter the relevant terms into the written 
Description. 

Deposit/Fill Length Width Depth Cut 
1. Matrix colour Description 1. Shape in plan 

2. Matrix compaction  2. Sides 

3. Matrix texture  3. Base shape 

4. Mottle colour  4. Orientation 

5. Mottle frequency   5. Other comments 

6. Inclusion frequency  Group 
7. Inclusion size  1. Type 

8. Clarity of horizon  2. Contexts 

9. Other comments  

Structure  
1. Material  
2. Bonding  

3. Orientation  

Comments 
 
 
 

D
E

S
C

R
IP

TI
O

N
 

 

LENGTH, WIDTH, All dimensions of contexts must be noted at the time of excavation and not         
 DEPTH extrapolated later from plans and sections. If a sloping stakehole is being described, 
 then the depth should be measured along the axis of the hole and is not simply the 
 difference between the level of its top and its base. 

Deposit/Fill 

MATRIX COLOUR This is expressed as intensity and constituent colours. The description should be kept 
as simple as possible and standardised. If a Munsell Color Chart is available, you 
should use it. The colour should always be assessed when the soil is damp, but not 
waterlogged. If any changes are observed during excavation, as the deposit is 
exposed to air, note this. 

 Colour is expressed as a dominant colour that can be modified by one hue; it should 
also be described as light, mid or dark. 

 The acceptable terms are pink, red, yellow, brown, green, blue, white, grey and black. 
Terms such as fawn, ginger, midnight blue and so on are not acceptable. 

 The basic colour is expressed last and the hue first. Thus, ‘yellowish brown’ will be 
mostly brown with an element of yellow. A colour expressed as, say, ‘grey/brown’ will 
consist of equal proportions of the two colours. 

 Intensity is expressed as light, mid or dark, but allowance must be made for the 
dampness of the soil, since a dry soil will always appear lighter (and often greyer) than 
a damp one. 

MATRIX COMPACTION If the deposit is a coarse-grained sediment (in other words, predominantly sand), the 
following terms are used to describe its compaction or induration: 

Indurated   Broken only with a sharp pick blow, even when soaked. 
Strongly cemented Cannot be broken with the hands. 
Weakly cemented Pick removes the soil in lumps, which can be broken by hand. 
Compact   Requires mattock for excavation. 
Loose    Can be excavated with a hoe or a trowel. 
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 If the deposit is fine-grained (in other words, predominantly clay or silt), the following 
terms are used to describe its compaction: 

Hard   Brittle or very tough. 
Stiff    Cannot be moulded with the fingers. 
Firm   Can be moulded only by strong finger pressure. 
Soft    Easily moulded with fingers. 
Very soft   Can be squeezed out between the fingers. 
Friable   Non-plastic and crumbly. 

 To determine plasticity, roll moist or wet soil into 40 mm threads after wetting and 
kneading. If it will not form a thread 6 mm thick, the soil is NONPLASTIC. If it will form 
a thread 4 mm thick that will support its own weight, it is PLASTIC. If it will form a 
thread 2 mm thick that will support its own weight, the soil is VERY PLASTIC. 

 To determine stickiness, squeeze a sample between finger and thumb after wetting 
and kneading to maximum stickiness. If almost no soil sticks to the skin, the soil is 
NONSTICKY. If it tends to stick to one surface and elongates slightly when pulled 
apart, it is STICKY. If it sticks to both surfaces and tends to form an obvious bridge 
when pulled apart, the soil is VERY STICKY. 

 There are special terms for peat deposits: 

Firm   The fibres are compressed together in the ground. 
Spongy   The structure is open and easily compressed. 
Plastic   It can be moulded in the hands and smeared between the fingers. 

MATRIX TEXTURE A deposit is made up from one, two, three or all four of the following constituents: 
sand, silt, clay or loam (this latter being a roughly equal mixture of the preceding 
three). The definitions are based on particle size, sand grains having a diameter of 
0.06-2.00 mm, silt grains 0.002-0.06 mm and clay <0.002 mm. The proportions must 
be judged by feel and the predominant constituent expressed last, so that a ‘sandy 
clay’ will be clay with an element of sand. Estimate by following this procedure using a 
20 mm cube of fine soil: 

1 Moisten and knead thoroughly to maximum plasticity and stickiness; add water as 
necessary to maintain this consistence throughout. 

2 Roll the soil into a ball. 
 If a ball does not form, the soil is a sand.  
 If the grains are the size of granulated sugar, the soil is a COARSE SAND. 
 If the grains are the size of caster sugar, the soil is a MEDIUM SAND. 
 If not, the soil is a FINE SAND. 
 If a ball does form, continue. 
3 Roll the ball into a thick cylinder. 
 If a cylinder does not form, the soil is a LOAMY SAND. Stop. 
 If it does form, continue. 
4 Roll the cylinder into a thick thread. 
 If a thread does not form, the soil is a SANDY LOAM. Stop. 
 If it does form, continue. 
5 Bend the thick thread into a U shape. 
 If the thread breaks and feels gritty, the soil is a SANDY SILT LOAM. Stop. 
 If the thread breaks and feels silky, the soil is a SILT LOAM. Stop. 
 If a U shape forms, continue. 
6 Roll into a thinner thread and form into a ring about 25mm in diameter. 
 If the thread breaks, the soil is a SANDY CLAY LOAM. Stop. 
 If a ring just about forms and feels doughy, the soil is a SILTY CLAY LOAM. Stop. 
 If a ring just about forms and feels fairly gritty, the soil is a CLAY LOAM. Stop. 
 If a ring forms easily and has a smooth surface with sand grains clearly visible, the 

soil is a SANDY CLAY. Stop. 
 If a ring forms easily and the surface takes a high polish and feels sticky, the soil is 

a CLAY. Stop. 
 If a ring forms easily, but is less sticky than a clay, the soil is a SILTY CLAY. Stop. 

MOTTLE COLOUR Mottles are small patches of matrix that are a different colour from the majority of the 
deposit. Describe the colour using the instructions for the matrix. 
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MOTTLE FREQUENCY Estimate the frequency of mottles in the deposit, expressing the result as a percentage 
of the overall, which will necessarily be less than 50%. Use the table below to estimate 
frequency. 

   
1% 2% 5% 

   
10% 15% 20% 

   
25% 35% 40% 

  

 

50% 70%  

INCLUSION FREQUENCY Any particles over 2 mm in diameter are regarded as coarse components, not part of 
the matrix. Estimate the stoniness of the soil (using the chart above as a guide for 
percentages) according to the following table: 

<1%  Stoneless 
1-5%  Very slightly stony 
6-15%  Slightly stony 
16-35%  Moderately stony 
36-70%  Very stony 
>70%  Extremely stony 

INCLUSION SIZE Estimate the average and maximum dimensions of the coarse components of a 
matrix. 

 Describe the size of the stones according to the following table: 

2-6 mm   Gravel 
6-20 mm   Pebbles 
20-60 mm  Medium stones 
60-200 mm  Cobbles 
0.2-0.6 m  Very large stones 
>0.7 m   Boulders 

 Describe the stone shapes as well rounded, rounded, sub-rounded, sub-angular, 
angular or very angular. 

 The degree of sorting should be estimated. This is a measure of the frequency with 
which particles of the same size occur. They can range from well sorted to very poorly 
sorted. 

CLARITY OF HORIZON The separation between the context being described and that below it should be 
described here. The boundary may be sharp (with the change occurring over a 
distance of less than 25 mm), clear (changing over 25-60 mm) or diffuse (60-130 mm). 

 The boundary can also take a number of forms: smooth (the boundary surface has few 
irregularities), wavy (it has broad, shallow and relatively regular vertical variations), 
irregular (it has variations which are deeper than they are wide) or broken (the 
boundary is very mixed). 

OTHER COMMENTS This is to remind you to think of other aspects of the description (for instance, whether 
the finds were concentrated in a particular part of the deposit). 
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Cut 

SHAPE IN PLAN Describe the shape of a cut when seen from above. Typical terms are: circular, semi-
circular, ovoid, ovate (egg-shaped), square, rectangular, sub-rectangular, straight 
linear and curving linear. The first thing to note is the shape at the top of the cut. With 
a linear cut, state whether the edges are straight or curving and parallel or irregular; 
the orientation of straight linear cuts should be expressed relative to the site grid. If the 
cut does not conform to any of these shapes, you can call it irregular. The shapes of 
any corners should also be recorded: they can be square, rounded and so on. 

SIDES Describe the way in which the sides of the cut slope, estimating the angle in degrees. 
Not whether the edges maintain the same slope throughout or whether there are 
changes in angle. The break can be sharp, gradual or imperceptible; if the top of the 
feature has been truncated, this should be noted as it has destroyed the original break 
of slope. 

 The sides of the cut should also be described in terms of smoothness or irregularity. 
Verticality, convexity and concavity should be noted, and in describing postholes, it is 
important to note whether the sides taper or drop vertically to the base. The gradient 
can be calculated as the proportion of the horizontal distance from the top of slope to 
the bottom by the vertical distance from top to bottom. If a slope is concave and has no 
perceptible break of slope either at the top or the bottom, there is no need to calculate 
the gradient. 

BASE SHAPE Describe the shape of the base, both in terms of its plan and its profile. The profile of 
the base can be flat, concave, sloping (in which case the direction of the downward 
slope should be given), pointed, tapered (blunt or sharp) or uneven. 

ORIENTATION In the case of a cut that is not circular, estimate the angle of its long axis in relation to 
the site grid. In the case of a square cut, estimate the angles of both axes. 

Structure 

MATERIAL Describe the type of material used to form the structure in terms of its nature, colour 
and size.  

BONDING Describe the material used to hold the structural material together as if it were a soil 
matrix, giving details of colour, consistence, texture and coarse components. 

ORIENTATION Estimate the angle of the structure to the site grid. 

Group 

GROUP TYPE Where a context is used in a hierarchical way to bring together numerous other 
contexts (for instance, in a building made up from numerous postholes or a ditch 
excavated in numerous sections), describe the nature of the group. Acceptable terms 
are: structure, linear cut feature, large cut feature, surface, blanket deposit. 

CONTEXTS List all the contexts that make up the group. 

Description 

DESCRIPTION This section should bring together all the details already listed above, to which may be 
added other information that may serve to clarify the description. This should be more 
‘descriptive’ and not simply repeat a list of what has already been dealt with. No 
interpretative comments (such as ‘grave fill’ or ‘pit’) are allowed here. Remember this 
must be an accurate and clear record of the context, not an interpretation. 

 Features require more care in their description, as the information given in the top 
sections of the context recording sheet will not adequately describe them. Cuts are 
particularly difficult, and instructions for recording them are given separately below. 

COMMENTS In many ways, this is the most important section to be filled in by the excavator. It 
should be used to note any ideas or impressions that may have occurred to the 
excavator during excavation. It may be used to give provisional interpretations of the 
meaning of the context. 
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Stratigraphic Relationships 
Cut by Cuts 
Below Above 

Cut contains 

Butted by Butts 

S
TR

A
T 

Fill of Same as 
Part of Group  

Always ensure that any context number entered in the Relationships section is fully cross-referenced at the 
same time. This will save an unnecessary amount of checking later. 

The relationships between individual deposits and features are an essential part of understanding the chronology 
of a site. The basic principle of archaeological stratigraphy is that earlier deposits will always be overlain by later, 
and never vice versa. On most sites this is complicated by human activity that may result in the removal of 
deposits, cutting down through earlier deposits and so on. 

All relationships fall into one of three categories which imply either that one context is ‘earlier than’ another, that 
it is ‘later than’ another or that it is ‘contemporary’ with another. For a more detailed description of stratigraphy, 
see the separate section below. 

CUT BY Used only to list the context(s) by which Deposits and positive features are cut. 
 A CUT CANNOT BE CUT BY ANOTHER CUT (!). 

BELOW List the context(s) by which the current context is immediately sealed. 

BUTTED BY If the context is a Structure or Surface, use this to list other Structure and Surface 
contexts which are butt-joined to it. 

 DEPOSITS AND CUTS ARE NEVER BUTTED BY OTHER CONTEXTS. 

CUTS If the context is a Cut feature, list any context(s) that it cuts through. 
 CUTS NEVER CUT ANOTHER CUT (!); A DEPOSIT CANNOT CUT ANYTHING. 

ABOVE List the context(s) that the current context immediately seals. 

BUTTS If the context is a Structure or Surface, use this to list other Structure and Surface 
contexts to which it is butt joined. 

 DEPOSITS AND CUTS NEVER BUTT OTHER CONTEXTS. 

CUT CONTAINS To be used for listing the Deposits that fill Cut features. Any contexts relating to earlier 
cuts, later recuts, earlier features or later features are ignored here. 

PART OF GROUP To be used to indicate that the context belongs to a group of some kind. All walls, for 
instance, are said to be ‘part of’ the overall structure to which they belong. 

FILL OF If the context is a fill, use this to give the number of the cut to which it belongs. 

SAME AS To be used when a single context has been given more than one number, e.g. in 
adjacent ditch sections. 

Artefacts and ecofacts 
Finds (circle): 
 

None Pottery CBM Glass Stone Metal Industrial Organic Ecofacts Other 
 

Registered Finds 
Find No 
 

Type Coordinates & level: 

Find No 
 

Type Coordinates & level: 

Find No 
 

Type Coordinates & level: 

Samples (circle): 
 

Sample No. 

Mollusc Flotation Wet-sieve Dry sieve C14 Other 
 

A
R
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C
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N
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C
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Reason for sample 

Buckets/Litres 
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Finds 

Draw a ring around the terms relevant to any finds you make in a particular context. Remember that finds cannot 
be made in a cut: they will be in the deposits excavated from the cut! If there are finds that do not fit any of the 
categories, circle ‘Other’ and define the nature of the finds. If there are none, it is important to circle ‘None’. 

Registered Finds 

Some classes of find are treated differently from others because of their rarity, their importance for dating or 
interpretation or because of their fragility. The position of discovery will need to be recorded in the ground and 
should be entered on the sheet, together with the find number (assigned by the Supervisor or Director) and the 
type of find. 

Samples 

Occasionally samples of material will be taken from a deposit or from a structure: the Site Supervisor or Director 
will tell you when this needs to be done. Record the reason for sampling (place a ring around the relevant term), 
the sample number and approximate volume of material sampled. 

Discussion and Interpretation 
Discussion and interpretation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

IN
TE

R
P

R
E
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TI

O
N

 

Checked interpretation Provisional date Phase 

The Senior Supervisor and the Director will fill in this section; this indicates what they believe to have been the 
function of a context and the processes that led to its formation. 

CHECKED INTERPRETATION Initialled by the Site Director when checked for consistency and accuracy. 

PROVISIONAL DATE The estimated date assigned to the context during excavation, based on the nature of 
the finds from it, its stratigraphic position and so on. 

PHASE This is the overall period of activity defined during post-excavation to which this context 
may be assigned 

Indexing 
Plan no. 
 

Section no. Compiler 

Matrix no. 
 

Photo Date 

Weather conditions 
 

Risk of contamination Checked 

IN
D

E
X

IN
G

 

Excavation tools Excavation methods Continuation 

This is the basic information relating to other records of the context and to technical aspects of its excavation not 
covered in the descriptive sections. 

PLAN NO. List here the numbers of all the plans on which this context is drawn. 

SECTION NO. List here the numbers of all the sections on which this context is drawn. 

MATRIX NO. List here the numbers of all the matrices on which this context appears. 

PHOTOGRAPHS Tick the box if a photograph has been taken showing this context. 

WEATHER CONDITIONS Note the weather at the time of excavation (e.g. Sunny and dry; foggy etc.). 

RISK OF CONTAMINATION Assess the likelihood of contamination of a deposit by material of a later date; this is 
expressed as high, medium or low. 
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EXCAVATION TOOLS List all the tools used (e.g. trowel, dental tool, mattock, JCB). 

EXCAVATION METHOD State the method of excavation (in plan, half-section, quadrant or spit). 

COMPILER This should give the initials of the compiler(s) of the Interpretation. 

DATE This should give the date at which the Interpretation which written. 

CHECKED This should give the initials of the Supervisor and Director when they have finished 
checking the archive for completeness and accuracy. 

CONTINUATION This should indicate whether any continuation sheets have been used and, if so, how 
many. 

Use the Context Record form as a checklist and make sure that there are no blank spaces that should have 
been filled in. 

The reverse of the sheet contains a gridded area in which a plan and/or section of the context should be drawn; 
it is important to show the direction of grid north and indicate at least two grid points. The scale should also be 
indicated. 

There is also more space for details of registered finds. 

If in doubt, ASK THE SUPERVISOR OR DIRECTOR! 
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Plans, sections and photographs 

Plans and sections are drawn on drafting film pre-cut into the ISO standard sizes (A4, A3, A2 etc.). By keeping to 
standard sizes, it is more economical on film and makes storage easier. 

Each context should be planned before excavation to understand the stratigraphic processes operating through 
time more thoroughly; some units place each element of a context in a separate five-metre grid square on a 
separate plan sheet, which can be very wasteful of drafting film and, if at all possible, the entire context should 
be planned on a single sheet. While it is obviously desirable to plan every single context on a site, it must be 
recognised that in some situations on rescue sites, such a procedure cannot always be followed. On a research 
excavation, though, it is important that each context be planned before removal. 

Where this ideal cannot be adhered to, plans should be drawn of every feature excavated on a site. They should 
be drawn before its excavation and following its completion. In some places, it may be desirable to draw plans at 
intermediate stages in the excavation, for instance when a coffin stain becomes apparent in a grave. 

The labelling of plans should take a standard form. In the bottom right-hand corner of each plan, the following 
should be written and completed with the appropriate details, before the drawing of the plan: 

SITE CODE: 
PLAN NUMBER: 
CONTEXTS: 
SCALE: 

DRAWN BY: 
DATE: 

A drawing number should be taken from the register and then filled in with details in the register and on the plan. 
Cross-referencing information must also be included. This should include the numbers of any sections dealing 
with the same contexts as those shown on the plan, the numbers of any other plans of the same area or 
contexts at an earlier stage of excavation and the numbers of plans of immediately adjacent areas. It is vital that 
at least two grid coordinates be marked on every plan, labelled and that the direction of grid north is clearly 
shown. 

As with plans, the labelling of sections should always follow a standard form. Two levels need to be taken for 
each section: one of the datum line and one at the base of the feature or deposit sequence. The coordinates of 
the ends of a section line should be written on the section drawing above the relevant points and recorded in the 
register. The line of the section should then be drawn onto any plans to which it refers. 

Planning conventions 
Different circumstances may often call for different conventions on a drawing and the golden rule is always 
provide a key to any conventions or special symbols you may have used. Even so, there are some that are 
best kept standard, which are described here. 

Firstly, always show the direction of north with an arrow through a capital N. 

685   

687 681 679 

 656  

Draw a grid with the number of the current plan in the centre and adjacent plans in the 
cells around it 

 

653 

  

681 

  

692 

Draw a box with the number of the current plan in it; put the number of a plan in the same area in a box 
above it and, later, when a plan has been drawn of what is underneath the current context, put that 
number in the lower box. 

 

Context numbers for deposits should be written inside an oval; for cuts, inside a rectangle, connected to th edge 
of the cut by an arrow. If there is a section line to show on the plan, draw it using a line consisting of a dash and 
two dots: — •• — •• — •• — •• — ••. 

Levels marked on plans should be indicated by a dot inside a triangle:  
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Levels shown on section drawings use a different symbol:  

All levels (even if there is only one on a drawing) must be accompanied by a reference number that refers to a 
table written on the drawing and giving the values of the reduced levels. 

All plans must show at least two grid points, drawn as a simple + symbol, labelled with the grid reference 
in metres (and centimetres, if necessary) east from the origin and north from the origin, separated by an 
oblique (/). If it is possible to mark a grid peg itself on the plan, use the symbol on the right:  

The edge of excavation should be shown as a broken line with a single dot in the break: ———— • ———— • — 

The edge of a context should be drawn as a continuous line; where the edge is unclear, put breaks in the line, 
increasing in size as the uncertainty increases. If you have to guess, use dots. 

There are special symbols known as hachures that show the lines of slopes; they are sometimes called 
tadpoles, for obvious reasons. The ‘head’ end represents the top of the slope and the length of the tail shows its 
extent. The more closely spaced the hachures, the steeper the slope. Different types of hachures are used for 
different types of slope, as shown in the diagram below. 

 

Photography 
Photographs must be taken of every feature at appropriate stages during excavation. A log must be maintained 
of the photographs. General photographs need not have a scale or caption, but those of features and the like 
should have a reference caption giving details of the site code and context number, as well as a scale. The size 
of the scale will depend on the nature of the photograph: large features should have ranging rods graduated in 
half-metres, while detailed shots should have scales showing centimetres or even millimetres. 

Levelling 

Levels should be taken on as many points on each context as are necessary to enable an accurate three-
dimensional reconstruction of the site to be made, or contour plans drawn up. They should be indicated as 
numbered spot-height symbols (a dot in a triangle) on the relevant plan and recorded on pro-forma record 
sheets. Only when the reduced levels have been calculated relative to Ordnance Datum should they be 
transferred to field plans and sections. 
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Recording stratigraphy 
The systematic recording of units of stratification – which most British archaeologists refer to as contexts – is 
essential to understanding the sequence of events on a site. When allied with data from finds, this enables a 
detailed chronology to be worked out. The theoretical basis for archaeological stratigraphy was worked out as 
late as the 1960s, principally by Ed Harris, working in Winchester. 

His work determined that the smallest archaeologically definable unit of stratification is the context, a four-
dimensional entity possessing three spatial dimensions (length, width and depth) and a time dimension (period 
of formation and use). There are only four relationships possible between any two contexts: (1) can be later than 
(above) (2); (1) can be earlier than (before) (2); (1) and (2) can be contemporary; (1) and (2) are not directly 
related. 

Once this concept has been grasped, understanding stratigraphy is relatively straightforward. If the archaeologist 
can establish the correct relationships between all the contexts on a site, it then follows that their sequence can 
be worked out. In practice, it is much more difficult to determine the relationships between all the contexts. There 
may be problems about defining the precise boundaries of some contexts; the relationship may have been 
destroyed by later activities; frequently, the relationship lies outside the trench. 

The Harris Matrix 
Ed Harris’s second great contribution to the recording of archaeological stratigraphy was a means of 
representing it in diagrammatic form, the Harris Matrix. In strict mathematical terms, the diagram is not a matrix 
but a lattice: archaeologists enjoy borrowing terms from other disciplines, but often choose the wrong ones! The 
Harris Matrix attempts to put all the contexts into sequence, with later ones above the earlier. Because the 
contexts can rarely be put into a single linear sequence, there are usually many different branches, and some 
people refer to the diagrams as dendrograms for this reason. 

NHDC Archaeological Service uses pre-printed sheets for constructing matrices. The sheets consist of a matrix 
of rectangular boxes into which context numbers are written. The relationships between contexts are then shown 
by drawing lines to link the boxes with numbers in them. There is a myth that a correctly drawn matrix will have 
no crossing lines: this is not the case, and most matrices will inevitably have a number of lines which cross. 

Constructing a matrix is a useful check on the accuracy of the recording of stratigraphy on the context sheet. For 
this reason, it is often a good idea for individual excavators to keep a rough matrix on a piece of scrap paper. 
Any inconsistencies can be noted during the excavation and checked on the ground. 
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Finds 
Field archaeologists notoriously treat finds as if they are nothing more than chronological indicators for the sites 
they excavate. However, they provide much more interesting and useful information about the activities carried 
out on the site. They can indicate social or economic activities that have an important bearing on the 
interpretation of the excavated stratigraphy. It is also possible to determine patterns of production, trade and 
consumption by comparing the finds from one site with those from others. 

Over the years, Museums Service staff and archaeological finds specialists have established a detailed (but by 
no means complete!) chronological framework for the main classes of finds from the North Hertfordshire area. 
This is largely based on a ceramic form and fabric series, as pottery is one of the commonest finds on sites of 
most periods. Future fieldwork will help to refine the established framework and may even specifically target 
specific periods to do this. The framework depends on cross dating by associating objects of unknown date with 
those of known date (such as coins). Some parts of the local sequence have little evidence: the later prehistoric 
period, the late Roman period through to the tenth century and the twelfth to thirteenth centuries. 

Even finds that are residual (in other words, found in contexts much later in date than that of the objects’ 
manufacture) can make a significant contribution to understanding a site. Although the field archaeologist may 
regard them as useless chronological indicators within the sequence, they may nevertheless demonstrate 
activity at that time, can provide information about the nature of that activity and extend knowledge of a particular 
artefact class. 

Finds retrieval 
NHDC Archaeological Service has a policy of virtually total finds retrieval. This ideal is rarely achieved, however, 
owing to pressures of time, although strategies can be devised for estimating how much material is lost. Sieving 
the spoil, for instance, will indicate how many small objects are not spotted. 

Most material is collected, although some classes are discarded. Items that are not always kept include: 
unstratified unworked animal bone 
unstratified building materials 
masonry, rubble, cobbles and medieval/post-medieval bricks. 

There are special policies for the collection of environmental samples (see below). 

Registered finds 

Certain classes of object are treated separately from the majority of finds. They generally include non-ferrous 
metalwork, coins, worked flint and so on. These objects are often referred to as ‘small finds’, although they can 
often be quite large; they are given special registered finds numbers. 

The numbers follow a single numeric sequence for each site, regardless of context. They are indicated in 
handwriting by Arabic numerals set in a triangle; in word processor documents they can be preceded by SF and 
enclosed in angled brackets, <>. 

The finds control system 
To ensure that all finds are accounted for, a rigorous system for controlling and monitoring their movement after 
excavation but before processing should be followed. In the case of registered finds, the ‘small finds’ number will 
serve to identify the object(s), written in angle brackets, <>. For other finds, each bag will be assigned a number, 
to be written in square brackets, []. A control sheet should be compiled each day, listing all the finds bags on site 
that day. 

Site Name / Code 
 

Date 

Context Bag No/ 
SF No 

Finds type Processed Processed 
by 

Off site Destination 

       

Each day, a new form should be started, listing the site name and site code with the date in the top row. The 
context number of the finds in individual bags should be listed first, followed by the number assigned to the bag 
or registered find. A summary can then be made of the type of find (such as bulk finds, ceramics, registered find 
and so on). If finds from a bag are processed, the ‘Processed’ box must be ticked and the names of the 
processors need to be recorded.  
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At the end of the day, each bag must be ticked off site and a note made of its destination; it is at this point that it 
should become apparent if any bags have been mislaid. When bags come back onto site, they must be entered 
onto a new sheet. This way, a running record can be maintained of what is and is not on site and where it went 
after leaving site. 

Once the finds are processed, a separate control system, based on the Finds Processing Form comes into play. 

On-site conservation 
All buried objects undergo process of chemical modification and eventually reach a point of equilibrium with the 
deposits in which they are contained. Once equilibrium has been reached, only a change in the environment of 
the find will cause further deterioration. Obviously, excavation is a huge change to the environment of an artefact 
or ecofact, so it is important to treat delicate items in a way that minimises the effects of this change. 

It is usually best to keep finds in the same sort of environment as those from which they have been excavated. 
This means that finds from damp or waterlogged deposits should be kept damp, while those from desiccated 
environments should be kept dry. Not many finds need to be cleaned right away, and hasty cleaning can easily 
damage delicate objects. If there is any doubt about how to treat delicate objects, the Site Director should be 
consulted immediately. 

The following table shows how different materials should be treated, unless finds specialists advise otherwise. 

Materials Treatment Packaging 
Metal (from dry 
sites) 

Do not clean. Punched polythene bag in a ‘dry box’ (containing silica gel); if fragile, 
cushion on acid-free tissue in a clear plastic box. 

Metal (from wet 
sites) 

Do not clean. Air dry on a rack, then treat as is from a dry site. 

Ceramics, stone and 
wall plaster 

If delicate, flaky or crumbly, may 
need support. 

Polythene bag; handle painted surfaces with care. Put articulated 
sections on a flat support. 

Shale and jet Do not clean. Keep wet. Double bag and place in a ‘damp box’. 
Glass If plain and robust, bag dry; delicate 

glass should be kept damp or wet. 
Store separately from bulk finds. Keep delicate glass in a ‘damp box’. 

Leather, wood, fibre, 
worked bone, antler, 
ivory, tortoiseshell, 
horn and amber 

Do not clean: keep damp or wet. 
Check daily that damp or wet 
objects do not dry out or develop 
mould while stored on site. 

Double bag; avoid handling. Store in a ‘damp box’. 
Do not separate components of single composite artefacts (e.g. shoes) 
into constituent materials. 

Combinations (e.g. 
shoe with buckle, 
knife with handle) 

Treat as for leather, wood etc. Double bag; avoid handling. Store in a ‘damp box’. 
These objects may need extra support. 
They should be sent for conservation immediately. 

Finds processing 

Finds processing aims to remove soil residues from finds that will not be damaged by washing in ordinary tap 
water. It should be done as soon as possible after the finds have been removed from the ground and should 
begin by sorting out those finds that can be washed in tap water from those that require other treatment (see the 
table above). Water should be changed as soon as it becomes too dirty to see what you are washing and the 
bowls should never be filled deeper than about 75 mm. 

Begin by tipping a few of the finds from the bag into a tray lined with old newspaper; do this carefully to avoid 
breaking fragile objects. Make sure that the tray is labelled with the same details as the finds bag (site code, 
context, bag number) using a waterproof label filled out with waterproof pen.. Pick out those things that should 
not be washed and deal with them appropriately according to the type of material; most of this material will have 
been dealt with separately on site, but some metalwork (especially iron nails) will turn up in finds bags. Allow 
metalwork and glass to dry in their own paper lined tray, out of direct sunlight and with a correctly filled out finds 
label. 

You can then deal with what is left. Take one object at a time and dip it carefully into the bowl of water, keeping 
hold of it. Never tip trays of finds into the water! Using a soft toothbrush, gently clean away any soil sticking to 
it. If the object begins to break apart or dissolve, stop instantly and put the object to dry with the other fragile 
materials. If not, continue cleaning until you have removed as much of the soil sticking to it as you can: pay 
special attention to the broken edges of potsherds, hollows in the surface and other areas where soil can collect. 

As each object dries, put it into a correctly labelled finds tray, allowing finds to dry out of direct sunlight. Make 
sure that wet objects are not touching each other and never stack finds in the trays. Once a drying tray is full, it is 
time to start a new one. 

Continue this process until the original finds bag is empty. 

Once the finds are dry, they can be bagged up according to material type. Never bag up finds that are damp: 
they will grow mouldy. The classes of material are found on the Finds Processing form together with their 
subtypes, below. 
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Material 
 Sub-type 

Bags Weight Items Comments 

Ceramics 
 Vessels     
 Spindle whorls     
 Counters     
 Ornamental     
 Brick     
 Tile     
 Drain     
 Pipeclay     
Glass 
 Vessel     
 Window     
 Ornamental     
Stone 
 Lithics     
 Whetstones     
 Architectural     
 Vessels     
Metal 
 Coins & tokens     
 Precious metals     
 Copper alloy     
 Iron     
 Lead     
Industrial 
 Coal & coke     
 Slag     
 Clinker     
 Hearth bottom     
 Hammerscale     
Organic 
 Bone     
 Horn and antler     
 Shell     
 Wood     
 Leather     
 Textiles     
 Plastic     
Ecofacts 
 Animal bone     
 Human bone     
 Horn and antler     
 Eggshell     
 Mollusc     
 Other invertebrate     
 Wood     
 Carbonised wood     

It is generally best to use one bag for each subtype (for instance, do not mix tile and brick, or animal bone and 
mollusc). Each bag should be labelled clearly with the site code, context number, material type and sub-type; 
some materials cannot be classified according to this scheme and should be treated as ‘other’, while with 
artefacts made from several different materials (such as an iron knife with a bone handle), the subtype under 
which it is recorded should be that of the main component. Only once all the finds from a context have been 
processed, including registered finds, can the form be completed, with details of the number of bags containing 
material of each sub-type, the total weight and the number of items in the bags. 

After the form has been completed, it should be cross-referenced with the finds section on the context sheet. 
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Samples 

Ideally, one would opt to sample every deposit on an archaeological site. This includes those that appear to be 
lithologically barren of environmental evidence to build up a complete picture for that site. This would provide 
samples representative of each context recorded on the site. This type of blanket approach is not feasible and 
so a few guidelines have been designed and incorporated into this document to standardise sampling 
techniques on excavations. It is the responsibility of the excavation team however not to be too selective, for 
instance sampling only Roman deposits. 

Taking samples 
Take a standard volume of 3 litres (2 buckets). If the deposit to be sampled consists only of a small fill, then take 
as much as possible. When large ditches are sampled, take up to 10 buckets. 
1 Context numbers must be recorded on sample labels. 
2 Unpromising deposits (such as sandy loams with little cohesion or no visible organic component) can be 

left unsampled. 
3 Sample only where a feature is clearly defined. 
4 Sample variations within features that are visible as separate contexts. 
5 Do not sample areas of disturbance. Note any burrows, earthworm activity etc.; avoid backfill from past 

excavations. 
6 Do not sample areas without obvious stratification. 
7 Do not sample if there is a risk of contamination. 
8 Gather a composite sample of the horizon, taking soil from all over the single context to give a more 

representative picture. 

Point samples 

With intact pottery vessels, attempt to remove soil adhering to the exterior of the vessel, bag separately and then 
place entire vessel in a sealed bag leaving the soil in the interior of the vessel undisturbed. 

Judgement samples 

Areas of interest such as dark earth or ashy deposits that may be archaeologically barren may be sampled at the 
director’s discretion. 

Floor surfaces of known date may be sampled. Samples of the surface may be collected from various areas 
within a defined structure. 

Ditches and waterlogged pits are traditionally sampled at close stratigraphic intervals giving uniform results, 
which suggests two alternative strategies: 
a Where the ditch or post hole has no distinct stratigraphy, take three samples, one from the top and label 

‘top’, one from the middle and label ‘middle’, and one from the base and label ‘bottom’. If it is possible, 
take a sample of the underlying soil and label this as the surface beneath the feature. 

b Where there are discrete deposits within the feature, then sample each horizon. Note the depth at which 
each sample was taken and the position of the samples in relation to each other (which is the top sample, 
the second sample, the third sample from the top of the feature and the base etc.). Recuts should also be 
treated in this manner and distinguished from the primary feature so that the two sets of samples are not 
confused. 

Labelling 
1 Plastic labels must be written with a waterproof pen. Ballpoints and felt tips are not acceptable. 
2 Record the site, trench, context number and sample number for each bucket, together with information on 

the context from which the sample is taken (such as ditch fill, posthole, recut, pit etc.).  
3 Note if more than one sample has been taken. 
4 Note the soil colour, description of texture and clarity of horizon. 
5 Note the risk of contamination etc. 
6 Place the label inside a small sealed bag and then into the bucket with sample. On exterior of bucket, mark 

the site code, context number and sample number (having first erased any earlier sample information). 
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Grave excavation 

General 
In dealing with burials, the most important point to be borne in mind at all times is that what is being excavated is 
a human being who deserves to be treated with care and dignity. This may be obvious for recent burials, where 
relatives of the deceased will be concerned to see that their loved ones are shown the same regard as they 
received at their funeral, but the beliefs of the dead of earlier times should also be accorded respect. In some 
cases, it will be appropriate to screen the process of excavation from the view of the public, as there are some 
people who do not like to have to face death and others who disapprove of the archaeological excavation of 
human remains. 

There are important legal restrictions on the excavation of human remains. When a body (or a part of one) is 
discovered, the district coroner should be informed; s/he will then decide whether or not to allow excavation to 
continue, based on whether or not the remains appear to be less than one hundred years old and deposited in 
suspicious circumstances. On an archaeological site, it is likely that permission will be granted to continue 
excavation, subject to obtaining a Licence from the Home Office and/or relevant church organisations. The 
Licence may place restrictions on the way in which the remains are to be treated, especially with regard to their 
final destination, but as already indicated, the emphasis is on respect for the dead. 

Inhumation burials 

Graves 

Graves must be excavated stratigraphically (deposit by deposit in reverse order of deposition) and in plan: they 
should not be sectioned. They must be excavated by trowel or plasterer’s leaf and the work kept scrupulously 
clean as it continues. When the surface of a new deposit is exposed, levels must be taken at appropriate points 
and a plan drawn (if necessary). Context sheets must be completed as usual for all deposits, skeletal material 
and cuts, and the special on-site recording forms for inhumations completed. Some graves will show evidence 
for reuse such as recutting, disturbed human bones in the backfill or more than one coffin. 

Some graves will have evidence for markers: they may take the form of posts, gravestones or elaborate 
memorials. They should be identified at the same time as the grave so that the entire complex can be excavated 
and recorded together. Graves should be planned at a scale of 1:20 with sufficient spot heights to enable profiles 
to be reconstructed if necessary. It is particularly important to remember to take levels at the top as well as the 
bottom of the cut. 

Coffins 

In many graves, there will be evidence for a coffin, which should be given its own context number. This may 
survive as wood or lead in varying states of decay; where preservation is good, it will be easy to excavate out the 
fills from around the casket. It should, of course, be planned. 

In other instances, the wood will have decayed completely, sometimes leaving a stain in the ground. Where this 
has happened, it will be necessary to excavate the lid and interior fills of the coffin first as it will not usually be 
possible to leave the deposits that have replaced the wood as a freestanding block. This is in fact 
stratigraphically justifiable as the deposits that have filled the coffin represent the last activity in the grave, having 
entered the coffin only after the decay and/or collapse of the lid. 

Where the wood has decayed, any nails encountered should be treated as probably in situ coffin nails; they 
should be left exactly as found and their positions recorded on a plan. Levels must be taken on the heads of all 
such nails, and each nail given an individual number by which it can be identified on the plan and bagged 
separately when lifted. They should be given the context number of the coffin. Not all coffins have nails, though: 
some are pegged with wooden dowels or merely jointed. The evidence for these coffins will be a slight stain or 
change in texture; sometimes the position of the body will suggest the presence of an otherwise undetectable 
coffin. Where stains can be seen, they must be planned. 

Skeletons 

In most graves, the body will have decayed completely, leaving only the bony tissue: in acidic soils the bone may 
also decay, leaving only a stain. In a few rare instances the body will be preserved by desiccation (natural 
mummification), anaerobic conditions (as with bog bodies) or by deliberate embalming. In other cases the soft 
tissues may be visible as staining. 
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The body should be given its own context number and an inhumation form started in addition to the usual 
context sheet. If a body shadow is present it should be given an additional context number, but preserved soft 
tissues should be treated as part of the skeleton and their presence noted on the inhumation sheet. 

Skeletons should be exposed carefully for recording using delicate tools such as plasterers’ leaves and dental 
tools. When completely exposed and cleaned the skeleton should be photographed from a not too oblique angle, 
from the foot end of the grave (wherever possible), with the context details, a scale and north arrow. The 
skeleton should be planned at a scale of 1:20 except in the case of infants, where it will be necessary to record 
at 1:10. If there are perinates or foetuses, they will need to be recorded at 1:5. Levels must always be taken on 
the skull, the base of the spine and the right ankle (unless these parts of the body are absent); additional levels 
may be taken as appropriate. 

If there appears to be a markedly differential decay of the bones or soft tissues, soil samples should be taken 
from both the well preserved and badly preserved parts of the body and labelled with the skeleton context 
number. The sample bucket must be marked to indicate that it is to be tested for quicklime. It may also be 
appropriate to take soil samples from the abdominal area to test for intestinal parasites: again, the sample 
bucket should be marked accordingly. 

The skeleton should be lifted carefully after recording. Each limb should be bagged separately, (hands and feet 
in a separate pinch-to bag with their respective limbs), the pelvis separately, the vertebrae separately, left and 
right ribs separately, sternum, manubrium and clavicles together and the skull and lower jaw in a separate box 
(together with the hyoid bone in a pinch-to bag, if present). 

If a significant number of disarticulated human bones are encountered, which might suggest that the grave has 
been reused, these bones should be given their own context number and an inhumation recording form started 
for them. 

Grave gifts 

Some bodies will have been buried with grave goods other than coffins and clothing. This is more likely in non-
Christian graves. Common grave gifts include pottery vessels, jewellery and footwear. All grave gifts must be 
recorded on a plan and, where possible, photographed with the body. It may be necessary for security reasons 
to remove grave gifts overnight and replace them for the final photograph. 

Pottery vessels may be deposited either as whole vessels or deliberately broken and scattered as sherds that 
may appear in more than one backfill deposit. If there are complete vessels they should be given a separate 
context number and left unwashed to check for food offering residues. 

Jewellery must also be recorded in situ as its position may well provide evidence for its function. Jewellery on the 
body should be given the context number of the body and treated as a small find. 

Summary 

Graves must be excavated stratigraphically, taking special care to preserve the dignity of the deceased. The 
body is recorded as a separate context within the grave cut, as is the coffin (if one existed). 

The Adult Inhumation Record sheet 
SITE CODE The code which will be the same for the duration of the site. 

SUB DIVISION The number of the trench. 

SW GRID The south-western coordinate of the five-metre grid square in which the grave is 
situated. 

CONTEXT NO. This is the context number assigned to the grave. 

TYPE An inhumation burial can be extended, flexed, crouched or contracted depending on 
the position of the legs, and supine (on its back), prone (on its front) or on the left or 
right side. 

ARTICULATED Tick the box if the bones are articulated (in other words, in their anatomical position). 

MARK ALL BONES PRESENT Shade all the bones present in the ground: missing parts should be left blank. 

CONDITION OF BONE Ring or underline every word which can be applied to the bones. 

ON-SITE TREATMENT OF BONE Describe any special treatment (such as strengthening, encasing in plaster and 
so on) which is given to the bone before lifting or removal from site. 

HU The maximum length of the right humerus in millimetres: if the right humerus is 
missing or incomplete, measure the left humerus and state this on the form. 
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RA The maximum length of the right radius in millimetres: if the right radius is missing or 
incomplete, measure the left radius and state this on the form. 

UL The maximum length of the right ulna in millimetres: if the right ulna is missing or 
incomplete, measure the left ulna and state this on the form. 

FE The maximum length of the right femur in millimetres: if the right femur is missing or 
incomplete, measure the left femur and state this on the form. 

TI The maximum length of the right tibia in millimetres: if the right tibia is missing or 
incomplete, measure the left tibia and state this on the form. 

FI The maximum length of the right fibula in millimetres: if the right fibula is missing or 
incomplete, measure the left fibula and state this on the form. 

DENTITION Mark the condition of the teeth: use / to show post-mortem tooth loss, X for ante-
mortem loss, NP for not present, R for roots only, O for erupting, U for unerupted, C for 
caries (cavities) and A for abscesses. Write the code above the number of the tooth. 

POSITION Sketch the attitude of the body in relation to the pelvis and spine as shown. The box 
with the arrow records the alignment of the spine relative to grid north. 

ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION This should be a written description of the body, describing its attitude in the ground, 
associated grave goods and so on. 

INITIAL PATHOLOGY Describe any pathological features evident on site; this can include observations of 
healed fractures, decapitation, ossified tumours and so on. 

ABOVE The relationship between the burial and the stratigraphically earlier context(s). 

BELOW The relationship between the burial and the stratigraphically later context(s). 

GRAVE CUT CONTEXT The number of the grave cut which contains the body. 

COFFIN Tick the box if a coffin is present. 

TYPE The coffin type can be wooden (nailed), wooden (dowelled), lead, stone, composite. 

CONTEXT The context number assigned to the coffin. 

GRAVE CUTS The relationship between the grave and stratigraphically earlier deposits and features. 

GRAVE CUT BY The relationship between the grave and stratigraphically later features. 

ASSOCIATED POTTERY The context number of any pottery assemblage associated with the body in the grave. 

BODY STAIN Tick the box if a body stain is visible in the soil. 

CONTEXT The context number of the body stain. 

NON-CERAMIC GRAVE GOODS List all associated artefacts deliberately deposited with the body such as jewellery. 

SAMPLES Tick the box relating to any samples taken from the body area. 

INTERPRETATION A brief interpretation of the burial as a whole, including comments about the coffin, 
grave and associated grave gifts. 

PROVISIONAL AGE An estimate (if possible) of the age at death of the individual. 

PROVISIONAL SEX An estimate (if possible) of the biological sex of the individual. 

PROVISIONAL DATE An estimate of the date of deposition of the body; this can be as precise as the data 
allows. 

FINAL PHASE This will be filled in during post-excavation. 

PLAN List all the plans on which the body appears. 

SECTION List any section on which the body appears. 

SIGNATURE Record your name or initials on the form. 

PHOTO (B/W) Tick the box if a monochrome photograph is taken of the burial. 

PHOTO (C) Tick the box if a colour photograph is taken of the burial. 

DATE Date the completion of the form and any subsequent alterations. 

EXCAVATION METHOD In plan, section, spit or other method. 
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FINDS Tick the box if finds (other than grave-goods) have been recovered from the grave fills. 

CHECKED The supervisor will sign when the form has been checked for completeness. 

EXCAVATION TOOLS List all the tools used in excavation. 

RISK OF CONTAMINATION Assess the risk of contamination of the body as High, Medium or Low. 

CONTINUATION Indicate if another sheet has been used. 

Cremation burials 

General 

A cremation burial consists of the burnt remains of a human body deposited in the ground. In most cases only 
fragments of the bony tissue will remain. The average human body will reduce to about two kilos of ash, but this 
quantity is rarely found deposited. The bone will often be fragmented, sometimes deliberately, and is very fragile. 
As with inhumation burials, the dignity of the deceased should be maintained during excavation. 

Cremation pits 

Most cremation burials will have been deposited in a small hole in the ground, generally known as a cremation 
pit rather than a grave. As with inhumation graves, the burial should be excavated stratigraphically (in reverse 
order of deposition) and in plan. Where a vessel containing the burnt bones of the deceased is found, the backfill 
around this will be excavated first, but if the cremation pit has simply been backfilled with the ashes of the 
deceased, then the ashes are treated as a fill. Every effort should be made not to break the cremated bone 
during excavation: it is very fragile. The disposition of the bone should be planned (at a scale of 1:10) and 
photographed, but it is neither necessary nor desirable to plan every bone revealed during excavation. 

All deposits removed from cremation pits should be transferred immediately to a sample bucket. The deposit will 
be wet-sieved off-site to recover all the cremated bone, carbonised wood and other materials. Special finds such 
as jewellery should be recovered separately and treated as ordinary small finds. 

Sometimes the pit will contain grave gifts, such as jewellery, which may or may not have been burnt together 
with the body. More frequently, nails will be encountered, together with fragments of carbonised wood from the 
coffin, pyre or other wooden objects. These should all be collected along with the pit fill. The presence of all 
grave-gifts should be noted on the appropriate context sheets. 

A separate cremation burial form should be completed along with the standard context recording form. This will 
allow the recording of cut, fills and vessels together on one sheet to provide a convenient summary of the 
contents of the burial. 

Cremation urns 

Any vessel used to contain the ashes of the body is referred to as an urn. This can be ceramic, metallic or even 
glass. The urn will receive a separate context number (in the Type box it should be recorded as a Pottery 
Assemblage), and the bone left inside it for excavation off-site. The urn should be completely exposed for full 
recording before any attempt is made to lift it. Sometimes there will also be cremated bone outside the urn; in 
these cases the bone should be collected as part of the cremation pit backfill and labelled accordingly. 

Accessory vessels 

Some cremation pits will contain vessels in addition to the urn. They should be treated in the same way as an 
urn and given the same context number: the fill around them should be completely removed before any attempt 
is made to lift them, and they should be recorded together with the urn. Their contents should be kept intact for 
later excavation off-site as they may have contained food offerings to the deceased. 

Summary 

Cremation burials should be excavated stratigraphically as small pits. Where they contain vessels, these should 
be fully exposed and recorded before lifting and their contents kept intact for off-site excavation. 

The Cremation Burial Record sheet 
SITE CODE The code which will be the same for the duration of the site. 

SUB DIVISION The number of the trench. 

SW GRID The south-western coordinate of the five-metre grid square in which the grave is 
situated. 
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CONTEXT NO. This is the context number assigned to the burial. This is usually the context number of 
the pit containing the cremated remains, but in cases where no pit can be defined, it 
may be the number of the fill of the pit or of the cremation urn, depending on whether 
the burial is unurned or urned. 

TYPE A cremation burial can be urned (contained within a vessel) or unurned. 

LEVEL AT SURFACE Record the level at the top of the cremation pit. 

LEVEL AT BASE Record the level at the base of the cremation pit. 

(GRIDDED AREA) Sketch the cremation pit and its contents. This is not a substitute for accurate planning 
on permatrace! 

FILL(S) List the context numbers of all the fills of the cremation pit. 

POTTERY List the context numbers of all the vessels in the cremation pit. 

CUT List the context number of the cremation pit. 

BELOW The relationship between the bone and the stratigraphically later context(s). 

ABOVE/CUTS The relationship between the bone and the stratigraphically earlier context(s). 

PLAN SCALE Indicate the scale of the sketch plan. 

SEE PLAN(S) Indicate the number(s) of more accurate plans giving the same details. 

N Draw an arrow across the N to indicate the direction of north. 

DESCRIPTION A written description of the cremation pit and its contexts. Interpretative comments 
should not be included here. Especially note that the term ‘cremation’ is interpretative: 
the correct description is ‘calcined bone’. 

NUMBER OF VESSELS Record the total number of vessels deposited in the cremation pit. 

CONDITION OF VESSELS Record the condition of vessels deposited in the cremation pit: they can be whole, 
broken, crushed, burnt and do on. 

VESSELS Give a brief description of each vessel in the pit together with a reference number also 
indicated on the plan. 

CREMATED BONE IN: Tick the relevant box(es). 

MATERIAL OUTSIDE VESSELS: Tick the relevant box(es). 

METAL OBJECTS List any metallic objects (other than vessels) deposited in the cremation pit. These 
may include jewellery, coffin nails and so on. 

SAMPLES Tick the box relating to any samples taken from the cremation pit. 

INTERPRETATION A brief interpretation of the burial as a whole, including comments about the coffin, 
grave and associated grave goods. 

PROVISIONAL DATE An estimate of the date of deposition of the body; this can be as precise as the data 
allows. 

FINAL PHASE This will be filled in during post-excavation. 

PLAN List all the plans on which the burial appears. 

SECTION List any section on which the burial appears. 

SIGNATURE Record your name or initials on the form. 

PHOTO (B/W) Tick the box if a monochrome photograph is taken of the burial. 

PHOTO (C) Tick the box if a colour photograph is taken of the burial. 

DATE Date the completion of the form and any subsequent alterations. 

EXCAVATION METHOD In plan, section, spit or other method. 

FINDS Tick the box if finds (other than grave-goods) have been recovered from the grave fills. 

CHECKED The supervisor will sign when the form has been checked for completeness. 

EXCAVATION TOOLS List all the tools used in excavation. 

RISK OF CONTAMINATION Assess the risk of contamination of the body as High, Medium or Low. 
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CONTINUATION Indicate if another sheet has been used. 
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Archaeological survey  

Standing monuments and sites, particularly earthworks, may be surveyed (measured and recorded) in order to 
obtain a permanent record of the site, sometimes as a preliminary to excavation. There are various means of 
recording – from making sketch plans using one’s pace as a measure, to more accurate plans using a variety of 
instruments, the most basic being measuring tapes and ranging rods. A level can be used to make drawings of 
the contours of the area by taking readings of successive points. Besides measured drawings, photography and 
making written notes are important parts of surveying. 

Measured survey by triangulation 

Use of a grid 

The survey may be based around a grid, established temporarily in the area to be surveyed. This is particularly 
useful in open areas with no landmarks that appear on Ordnance Survey maps to use as base points. It is not 
practical in areas with lots of standing buildings or in woodlands. Where a grid is established, it must be tied in to 
Ordnance Survey data, such as buildings, field boundaries and so on; this is most effectively accomplished using 
an Electronic Distance Meter (EDM) or theodolite. 

Practical sizes for grids on survey sites are 10×20 m, 20×20 m or 20×50 m. 

Sketch sheets 

On the gridded sketch sheet, write the name of the site or site code, the south-west grid co-ordinate (if using a 
grid) and the number of the sketch. The person who will be sketching should put their initials and the date; if 
using a grid, an approximate scale can be indicated (1:200 will normally encompass a whole grid square), 
otherwise write NTS (not to scale). 

Sketch all the visible features (banks, mounds, ditches, gullies, hollows etc.) and any other details such as 
fences, hedgerows, trees, paths, streams and so on that will help to match your survey with Ordnance Survey 
maps or satellite photographs. It is generally easiest to work from the edge of an area in towards the centre if 
using a grid. You can work to an approximate scale on the assumption that 1 stride � 1 metre. Gradually fill in 
more and more details and you will find that a reasonably accurate sketch can be drawn quite accurately. A 
selection of conventions suitable of measured survey is given on the next page. 

Although a sketch plan is just that, it is also primary archive material, so neatness and legibility are important and 
must never be sacrificed to speed. However, it is not necessary (or even possible) to produce an accurate scale 
drawing at this stage. 

Using the sketch to guide you, determine which points are to be measured in: the tops and bottoms of slopes, 
changes in alignment, corners and places where features cross grid lines should all be measures. These points 
must be marked clearly on the plan and numbered for reference. They should then be marked out on the ground 
using surveyors’ arrows or ranging poles. 

On a Universal Recording Form, on which the sketch number should be entered together with the site name or 
code, label the first five columns: Reference point; Grid 1; Measurement; Grid 2; Measurement. In the first 
column, list the reference points previously marked on the sketch sheet. 

Much of the measuring that you need to do next will be done by triangulation. This involves measuring the 
distance from two reference points (grid pegs or previously surveyed reference points) to the point to be 
measured. No measurements should be taken over a distance greater than 30 m; if a point is more distance 
from an existing reference point than this, it is perfectly acceptable to put in temporary marker points using 
surveyors’ arrows or ranging poles. 

In the Grid 1 and Grid 2 columns, enter the respective grid coordinates of the pegs from which you are 
measuring, the reference letter/number of the points from which you are measuring or a descriptive term relating 
to a mapped feature (e.g. ‘south-west corner of 17 Cherry Tree Lane). In the corresponding measurement 
columns, enter the distance to the nearest 5 cm. Ensure that the measurement is related to the correct 
reference point and that you are reading from the metric side of the tape, not the imperial. 
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The tape measures should be kept taut and level at all times. Surveys often take place on exposed, windy sites, 
and a tape blown by the wind will obviously not give a true reading of distance. On hilly sites, especially, hold the 
tape as level as possible. 

If using a grid, a point close to a grid line (within 2 metres) cannot be triangulated accurately. In these cases, an 
offset is taken: one tape is stretched between two grid pegs on the nearby grid line and a second tape used to 
measure the distance at right angles from the first to the point to be located. This can be done by a method 
known as ‘swinging the tape’, in which the tape is swung along the grid line, using the point to be measured as a 
pivot, until the lowest reading on the moving tape is found. This value and the reading on the first tape, where it 
is crossed by the second, are noted in the Measurement columns as a distance, in metres, and bearing (north, 
south, east or west) from a grid peg (in the case of the first tape) or the first tape (in the case of the second). 

Where a point to be measures is actually on a grid line, only one measurement need be taken. This is then 
recorded as a distance and heading from a grid peg. In both this case as well as with offsets, it is possible to 
calculate the exact grid reference using basic addition and subtraction. 

Transferring the data to accurate plans 

Archive plans are drawn up indoors on drafting film using the sketch sheets and measurements taken in the 
field. This can be done at a larger scale than the sketches, usually at 1:100, although with very extensive sites, a 
smaller scale of 1:200 or even 1:500 may be appropriate. Each plan should be labelled with details of the site 
name, survey type, survey date, plan number, scale, plan date, draftsperson, adjacent sheet numbers and north 
arrow. 

The measured point should now be transferred to the plan. Mark the grid points (if used) and protect the film at 
these points with small pieces of masking tape, as compasses are used to triangulate other points. If not using a 
grid, start with two points at the edge of the sketch whose distance apart is known. For each point, set the 
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compasses to the required scaled distance and draw an arc on the film. The second measurement is transferred 
in the same way and the point where the two arcs cross is the point measured in the field. The point should be 
marked clearly and labelled with its reference number; the rest of the arcs can then be erased. Offsets and 
points on grid lines can be plotted directly onto the plan after calculating their coordinates. As each point is 
plotted, a tick should be placed in the last column of the recording form (now labelled Transferred). 

When all the measured points on the sketch have been plotted, they should be joined to complete the plan, in 
the manner of a join-the-dots puzzle. Reference should be made to the sketch throughout the procedure, both 
the give the features their correct shapes and to determine which points should be joined with others. It is 
particularly important that lines be drawn smoothly to avoid giving the plans an unnaturally angular appearance. 
When the plan has been completed, the reference points and numbers can be erased. 

Error checking 

By this stage, any errors or omissions in measurements made in the field will have become apparent: the sketch 
may be unclear or incomplete; points may be labelled incorrectly; measurements may be incorrect; a vital 
measurement was not made and so on. In these cases, check whether two or more points have been measured 
in the wrong order or if a 1 or a 0 has been left out of a measurement. Many errors can be corrected in this way. 
Sometimes, further measurement and drawing in the field will be necessary and the need for this should be 
indicated by a query in the last column of the recording form. 

Levelling 

Once the archive plans have been drawn, the can be used to determine points at which levels can be taken. The 
tops and bottoms of slopes, tops of banks and bottoms of ditches, at intervals of 5 to 10 metres (depending on 
the nature of the site) should be included. A few general levels should also be taken in each area to illustrate the 
natural topography. 

Relating the survey to mapping 

Once all the individual area plans have been drawn up and checked, an overall plan should be drawn for the 
archive. The scale of the plan will depend on the size of the area surveyed but it must be of a recognised 
standard (1:200, 1:500, 1:1000). The quickest method of producing this plan is by direct reduction from the area 
plans by scanning at a reduced scale or by making reduced photocopies. 

In drawing up the overall plan, it will often be noticed that features planned in one area do not line up directly with 
the same features continuing into an adjacent area. This does not mean that the original survey was wrong: it 
more likely shows subjective differences in the interpretation of features on the ground by the original recorders. 
This may be overcome by drawing though a point midway between the two plotted. 

The completed plan can then be related to Ordnance Survey mapping, using data from the EDM or theodolite to 
tie the grid in to mapped features, or by comparing features such as field boundaries on both sets of data. At this 
stage, it may be easiest to reduce the survey to 1:1250 or to enlarge the Ordnance Survey map data to 1:1000. 

 


